Webinar #6: Consumer Protection 2.0
January 5, 2017

Agenda
• The FTC’s and FCC’s new majorities and what that
portends for privacy and data security enforcement
• The uncertain future of Net Neutrality
• Will there be a CFPB by 2018 and if so, what will it look
like?
• What will the FTC focus on in 2017 and beyond?
• The (likely) rise of the state AGs
• Into the breach: will private litigation fill the gap?
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What to Expect: Consumer Protection
•
•
•
•
•

FTC
FCC
CFPB
States
Private actions
– NAD
– Lanham Act
– Class action
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Prognosis: FTC
• Transition team

– Led by Josh Wright – GMU, former FTC Commissioner
– “Landing team” comprised of beltway insiders

• Future structure

– Holdovers: Ohlhausen (R) (term exp. Sept. 2018) and McSweeny (D)
(term exp. Sept. 2017)
– Trump will nominate three new commissioners to restore Commission
to five
• New chair (R) to replace current chair Edith Ramirez (D)
• 1 additional Democrat
• 2 additional Republicans

– New director for Bureau of Consumer Protection
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What to Expect From the FTC
• “Regulatory humility”
• Increased emphasis on identifying economic harms and on considering
whether benefits outweigh liabilities, particularly with regard to new and
innovative technologies and practices
• Continued focus on prosecution of clear fraud, violations of existing Guides
and Trade Rules, and traditional enforcement areas
• Continued public engagement in workshops and information gathering
regarding new and emerging technologies and practices likely to impact
consumers
• Possible retrenchment on data security and privacy enforcement to focus
on “low-hanging fruit,” deceptive practices, and traditional unfairness
analysis
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Prognosis: FCC
• Transition team
– Jeffrey Eisenach, Mark Jamison, Roslyn Layton – AEI
– David Morken – telecomm entrepreneur

• Future structure
– Trump will nominate two new commissioners to restore Commission to five
• New chair (R) to replace current chair Wheeler (D), who will leave on Jan. 20
• 1 additional Democrat to replace Rosenworcel (D), who was not reconfirmed
• 1 additional Republican

– Ajit Pai (R) (term exp. 2017), Michael O’Rielly (R) (term exp. 2018). Likely that
Pai will be designated acting Chair until new nominee is confirmed.
– Mignon Clyburn (D) (term exp. 2018)
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What to Expect From the FCC
•
•
•
•

Title II
Net Neutrality (Open Internet Order)
Set-top Box Unbundling
Broadband Privacy Rule
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Title II
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Open Internet Order
• No Blocking: Broadband providers may not block access to
legal content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices
• No Throttling: Broadband providers may not impair or
degrade lawful Internet traffic on the basis of content,
applications, services, or non-harmful devices
• No Paid Prioritization: Broadband providers may not favor
some lawful Internet traffic over other lawful traffic in
exchange for consideration of any kind—in other words, no
“fast lanes”; this rule also bans ISPs from prioritizing content
and services of their affiliates
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FCC: Broadband Privacy Rule
•

In the Matter of Protecting the Privacy of Customers of Broadband and Other Telecommunications
Services, WC Docket No. 16-106
–
–
–

•

March 31, 2016: FCC issues Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
May 27, 2016: Comments on NPRM submitted to FCC by industry participants and FTC, among others
October 6, 2016: Chairman Wheeler issues Fact Sheet with approach that “reflects extensive public comments
received in response to the comprehensive proposal adopted by the Commission in March, including input
from the Federal Trade Commission”

October 27, 2016: FCC approves broad new privacy rules that prevent ISPs from using or sharing
sensitive customer PI with advertisers and other third parties without express “opt-in” consent
–

–

Sensitive customer PI: financial information; health information; Social Security numbers; precise geo-location
information; information pertaining to children; content of communications; call detail information; and a
customer’s web browsing history, and application usage history
Does not regulate practices of websites or apps (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), over which the FTC has authority

•

January 3, 2017: Industry groups and trade associations file petitions for reconsideration

•

If Title II reclassification is reversed, the new FCC privacy framework is moot
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Prognosis: CFPB
• Transition Team for financial services includes former SEC
Commissioner Paul Atkins (on landing teams for CFPB, FTC,
FDIC, and OCC)
• “Bureaucratic red tape and Washington mandates are not
the answer. The Financial Services Policy Implementation
team will be working to dismantle the Dodd-Frank Act and
replace it with new policies to encourage economic growth
and job creation.”
• Revamped CFPB operations and oversight likely, based on
long-and consistently sought reforms that would permit
direct Hill control of CFPB budget, possible commission
structure, and increased review of policy and initiatives
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What to Expect from the CFPB
•

PHH Corp. v. CFPB, No. 15-1177 (D.C. Cir. 2016) holds that the CFPB chair’s role is
unconstitutional

– Independent agencies are a “headless fourth branch” that exercises “enormous power over the
economic and social life of the United States.
– Court does not strike down entire CFPB, but severs unconstitutional provision regarding
independence of director
– If this ruling stands, Trump can remove Cordray at will but cannot dismantle the agency
– Rehearing en banc has been requested; CFPB, which has independent litigation authority,
represents itself; DOJ was invited to file a separate brief, which it did supporting CFPB Director
structure
•

If D.C. Cir. decides prior to the inauguration (January 20), this response may remain as the DOJ’s official
position; If petition still pending as of the inauguration, the new AG would be free to notify the court
that the new administration no longer supports the CFPB’s position

– Looking forward – if cert. is requested, it is not clear how a 4-4 Supreme Court would rule
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Given uncertainty, will consumer
protection devolve to a “Wild West?”
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Hardly. Here’s why.
• State AGs

– Already active and expecting more
• Privacy and data security
• Multi-state enforcement
• Financial fraud

• FTC not going away

– Look to Reagan-Bush era for a model

• Class Actions

– Busy as ever

• Lanham Act

– Increasing in severity

• Self-regulation
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States Will Continue to Protect Their Consumers
• State AGs – individually, as participants in multi-state policy and

enforcement task forces, and through NAAG, have been very
effective defenders of key consumer protection principles for their
residents.
– As federal initiatives and legislation stalled over past few years, state
legislative and enforcement activity continued

• Most states have “little FTC Acts” (UDAP statutes), and a number
have very specific consumer protection laws, and state AGs have
successfully resisted, for the most part, pre-emption by federal law in
key areas such as privacy, data security, marketing practices,
environmental protections, and certain types of financial services.
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States Will Continue to Protect Their Consumers
(cont.)
•
•

If the new administration successfully reduces federal regulation and limits scope of
federal policy and enforcement activity, states are well-positioned to fill consumer
protection gaps on behalf of their residents.
Key states have already taken proactive steps to discourage federal attempts to preempt state consumer protection laws or limit state policy and enforcement
authority. For example,
– California Gov. Jerry Brown recently nominated former Congressman Xavier
Becerra as state AG to replace now-Senator Kamala Harris, and the California
legislature recently retained former U.S. AG Eric Holder as outside counsel to
address anticipated challenges to California laws including civil rights,
immigration, climate change, and health care
– NY AG Eric Schneiderman, joined by the North American Securities
Administrators Association, warned against federal attempts to weaken state
financial “blue sky” laws: “any attempt to gut these consumer and investor
protections would severely undercut state police powers and only embolden
those who seek to defraud and exploit everyday Americans”
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FTC Won’t Change Drastically

• Consumer protection at the FTC has been, is, and will remain
a bipartisan activity
• Small agency, big consumer protection footprint
• FTC consumer protection authority derives primarily from
broad authority under Section 5 of the FTC Act to act against
unfair or deceptive acts and practices (UDAP), but the FTC
also has consumer protection responsibilities under 50 other
statutes as well
• Bulk of consumer protection activity is initiated and
conducted by career staff rather than political appointees,
particularly in “evergreen” enforcement areas; Historically,
commissioners have not micromanaged consumer
protection matters
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FTC Won’t Change Drastically (cont.)
•

During fiscal years 2013 through 2015, FTC activities included:
– Over 160 new consumer protection complaints in federal district court
– Over 300 permanent injunctions and orders requiring defendants to pay over
$1.6 billion in consumer redress or disgorgement of ill-gotten gains
– Consumer protection cases referred to the Department of Justice resulted in
over 40 court judgments for civil penalties totaling almost $43 million
– Over 116 new administrative consumer protection actions and 114
administrative orders
– Almost 40 workshops, conferences, and roundtables
– 18 reports on a variety of consumer protection topics
– 141 new or revised consumer and business education publications
– Almost 30 consumer and business education videos
Source: FTC Statement on Oversight of the Federal Trade Commission Before the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation (9/27/16)
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FTC Enforcement Trends – Privacy & Data Security
• Leading U.S. consumer protection agency focused on privacy
– Privacy: Over 130 spam and spyware cases and more than 50
general privacy lawsuits; Issues include spam, social networking,
behavioral advertising, pretexting, spyware, peer-to-peer file
sharing, and mobile
– Data Security: Since 2002, almost 60 cases against companies
that engaged in unfair or deceptive practices that put consumers’
personal data at unreasonable risk
• With two prominent exceptions, privacy and data security
investigations that result in complaints are resolved by settlement
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FTC Case Law on Privacy & Data Security
• FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide, 799 F.3d 236 (3d Cir. 2015)

– Affirmed FTC Section 5 authority to regulate data security
– Company had “fair notice” of potential liability

• In the Matter of LabMD, Docket No. 9357 (July 29, 2016)

– Commission held data security practices were unfair under Section 5
– Spokeo and Article III standing doctrine do not apply
– Considered failure to provide reasonable and appropriate security, and
whether failure caused or was likely to cause substantial injury
– Appeal pending, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
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Mobile Tracking: Nomi
• Nomi Technologies

– FTC’s first enforcement action against
retail tracking company
– Technology allowed retailers to track
consumers’ movements through stores
using mobile device MAC addresses
– Misled consumers with false promises
of in-store mechanism to opt out and
failure to disclose when locations were
using the company’s tracking services
– Commissioners Ohlhausen and Wright
dissented, finding no actionable
consumer harm
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Mobile Tracking: InMobi
• InMobi

– Mobile advertising company tracked
hundreds of millions of consumers
without consent to serve geo-targeted
ads
– Tracked locations whether or not apps
using company’s software asked for
permission, and even when consumers
denied permission to access their
location information
– Company’s advertising network offers
multiple forms of location-based
advertising to customers
– $4 million civil penalty, suspended to
$950,000, and injunctive relief
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Internet of Things: TRENDnet
• TRENDnet

– FTC’s first Internet of Things
enforcement action
– Hacker accessed and posted links to
“secure” live camera feeds
– Publicly displayed “babies asleep in
their cribs, young children playing, and
adults going about their daily lives”
– Failure to adequately secure cameras as
deceptive and unfair trade practice
– TRENDnet as both manufacturer of
beneficial product and collector of
sensitive data
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Internet of Things: ASUSTeK
• ASUSTeK Computer

– Recent FTC Internet of Things
enforcement action
– Critical security flaws in routers that
put home networks at risk
– Insecure cloud services led to
compromise of thousands of
connected storage devices, exposing PI
on the Internet
– Failure to adequately secure routers as
deceptive and unfair trade practice
– ASUS as both manufacturer of
beneficial product and collector of
sensitive data
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Prevention and Response
• Aim for reasonable data security
– Scale and scope
– Education

• FTC cases, reports, staff opinions, and events
• Regulatory landscape/guidance (HHS, State AGs, PCI DSS, NIST)

– Accountability

• Privacy

– Honor promises to consumers
– Provide notice and choice
– Be clear about what is done with consumer data
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Questions?
Chris Cole, Partner
Advertising & Product Risk
Management
ccole@crowell.com
Phone: +1 202.624.2701

Kristin Madigan, Counsel
Commercial Litigation
kmadigan@crowell.com
Phone: +1 415.365.7233

Peter Miller, Senior Counsel
Advertising & Product Risk
Management
pmiller@crowell.com
Phone: +1 202.624.2506
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